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New Music for Solo Performer

This is the first of a series of works for solo instrument under the
title Array. These compositions seek a contemporary view of the
great solo suites of the baroque era. A collection of new movement
titles and types have been created for the Array series that reflect
contemporary preoccupations rather than archaic dance forms found
in the suites of  Bach, Froberger and Couperin.

Compass
Perpetual
Gestures

Stasis
Transformation

Song
Dance

The Performer

Array for solo violin was commissioned by Professor Paul Robertson
(former leader of the Medici Quartet) for Channel 4 TV's The Mind of
Music series. The rationale of the composition was to create a suite of
pieces that demonstrated how mathematical and symbolic
representations of natural and acoustical phenomena could be used
as the basis for musical composition.

Algorithmic Composition

The music was created using the Symbolic Composer software for
Macintosh designed in the late 80s by Peter Stone. Now a well
established application used by composers world-wide Symbolic
Composer offers the composer access to a radical collection of
generators, processors and transformers able to investigate new areas
within music composition.  Often known as algorithmic composition,
this approach to composing calls on over fifty years of experiment
and investigation in harnessing the computer to the process of
musical composition. Nigel Morgan's Array was one of the first
substantial concert works to be written in tandem with the Symbolic
Composer software.
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Modulated sine waves displayed in Symbolic Composer’s visualiser tool.

A Mandelbrot fractal.

The Movements of Array

Array is a kind of a contemporary equivalent of the baroque
instrumental suite. It aims to provide the composer with a sequence
of structural archetypes that embrace and reflect some of the musical
preoccupations of our time.

‘Compass' is a good example of a composition having its starting
point from a visual representation, in this instance a visualisation of
modulated sine waves.  The piece explores the range or compass of
the violin around a series of compass points in the manner of an
improvised prelude.

'Perpetual' imagines the violin as a set of small tuned drums. A
Mandelbrot fractal and its mirror image, examined through sequence
of magnifications, make up the material of the movement. All the
parameters of the composition are generated from x and y outputs:
pitch symbols from x, length symbols from y, then mirrored.
Dynamics are linked to note lengths. Perpetual and mechanistic
movement, whilst present in the baroque toccata, has become a
feature of much instrumental music since the early 20C.
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Two bars from Gestures, containing material catalyzed from the first two
movements.

The two chordal poles used in Stasis.

A continuum of arpeggios.

An example of a simple L-system.

'Gestures' employs an auto-catalyzer to gather together material from
movements I and II. The catalyser breaks up and reforms this
material in a sequence of variants: original catalysis, retrograde,
randomize, transpose, inversion. A musical gesture is that coming
together of melodic phrase and rhythmical content; in today's music
it has become an increasingly complex phenomenon often imitating
speech or natural movement.

'Stasis' explores two chordal 'poles' made up of two arpeggios
playable across each of the four strings of the violin. These chords
are processed by a special chordize-scroll algorithm which gradually
compresses the scrolled material through a series of repeated
statements. The poise and simplicity of the Sarabande is reinvented
here with music that explores harmonic tensions in a slow tempo.

'Transformation' uses the same two chordal poles from Stasis. This
time the chords become the source material for a sine-wave chord
generator able to produce a stream of variants which gradually make
a transformation from one chord to the other. This is an identical
technique to that used by the composer in the 4th study of Touching
the Distance for solo piano. However, instead of a slow choral, this
violin solo is realised in a continuum of arpeggios similar to that
found in Bach's D minor Chaconne. The idea of transformation has
become one of the most consistent preoccupations of 20C musical
thought.

'Song' employs a six-note motif that provides all the source material
for a series of variations based on each note of the motif. Associative
structures, based on the theory of L-systems, are set up to generate
these variants from short recursive definitions. Between each variant
the motif slowly rotates. This is a reflective movement in which the
player is asked to execute the entire material on the d string, adding
glissando, portamenti, wide vibrato and micro-tonal fluctuations in
the manner of an 'imaginary' exotic folk instrument imitating the
human voice.

         A

         B

  B    A

B  A  B

BA   B  BA

Rewriting rules:
A=B
B=BA
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Octatonic tonality used in Dance.

Dynamic scheme for bars 1-51 of Perpetual.

Dynamic scheme for bars 52-105 of Perpetual.

'Dance' has a multi-octatonic tonality laid out across the entire range
of the violin compass used in movement I. All available practical
double-stopped chords possible in this tonality are used as the
symbolic source material. Combinations of these chords are triggered
by mapping the output of a Brownian-noise fractal onto this octatonic
tonality. Array ends with a contemporary take on the Gigue, a fast
and lively dance making use of additive rhythms.

Notes for performers

‘Perpetual’ – In this movement there are two dynamic schemes in
which note lengths correspond to dynamic markings. The
performance instruction ‘as though playing tuned drums’ further
suggests the use of sul ponticello and sul tastiera. Vibrato should only
be used as an ornament.

‘Song’ – This movement employs a six note rotating motif as a
‘refrain’, marked broad and expressive. Between repetitions of the
refrain are a series of ‘verses’. The  performer is to regard these
verses as elaborate improvisations and is encouraged to use
flautando, ponticello, ‘vocal’ tremolando, slides and inflections.
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I. Compass

;;; compass (movement 1) - solo violin

;; material

(setq phrases
      (append
       (vector-to-symbol a l
                         (gen-sin 0.1 0.1 60 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.1 60)))
       (vector-to-symbol a x
                         (gen-sin 0.3 0.1 60 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.3 60)))
       (vector-to-symbol -l l
                         (gen-sin 0.5 0.1 60 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.5 60)))
       (vector-to-symbol -o w
                         (gen-sin 0.7 0.1 60 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.7 60))))
)

(setq phrase-divisions
      (symbol-divide 60 nil nil phrases))

(setq final-phrases
      (do-section :all '(get-fill (find-change x)) phrase-divisions))

(setq final-lengths
      (do-section :all '(get-timing '1/16 x)
                  (mapcar 'find-change phrase-divisions)))

(setq value1 (length (nth 0 final-phrases))
      value2 (length (nth 1 final-phrases))
      value3 (length (nth 2 final-phrases))
      value4 (length (nth 3 final-phrases))
)

(setq dynamics
      (list
       (vector-round 64 110
                         (gen-sin 0.1 0.1 value1 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.1 value1)))

Nigel Morgan
(setq phrases(append(vector-to-symbol a l(gen-sin 0.1 0.1 60 180(gen-ramp 10 0.1 60)))(vector-to-symbol a x(gen-sin 0.3 0.1 60 180(gen-ramp 10 0.3 60)))(vector-to-symbol -l l(gen-sin 0.5 0.1 60 180(gen-ramp 10 0.5 60)))(vector-to-symbol -o w(gen-sin 0.7 0.1 60 180(gen-ramp 10 0.7 60)))))

Nigel Morgan
Create a list called 'phrases'  derived from four sets of symbols , each based on 60 samples of a modulated sne wave. Each list has a different range spanning that of the violin in the tonality of the movement (a to l, a to x, -l to l and -o to w), the frequency and ampitude of the waves also differs between each list.

Nigel Morgan
Divide 'phrases' into lists of 60 symbols  each.  Find-change is then used to replace any repeated symbols in the phrase with a rest (=). Get-fill removes all the rests from a list, leaving us only with the symbols

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq phrase-divisions(symbol-divide 60 nil nil phrases))(setq final-phrases(do-section :all '(get-fill (find-change x)) phrase-divisions))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Note lengths are generated from the 'phrase-divisions' list created above. A base length value of 1/16 is used. The number of times a rest appears consecutively in 'phrase-divisions' will affect its length, for example:(a = = b = = = = c = = = = =) = (3/16 5/16 3/8)

Nigel Morgan
(setq final-lengths(do-section :all '(get-timing '1/16 x)(mapcar 'find-change phrase-divisions)))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq value1 (length (nth 0 final-phrases))value2 (length (nth 1 final-phrases))value3 (length (nth 2 final-phrases))value4 (length (nth 3 final-phrases)))

Nigel Morgan
'final-phrases' is made up of four seperate lists. This section of code works out the length of each list. The Lisp primitive 'nth' is used to retrieve each list from within 'final-phrases'. 

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq dynamics(list(vector-round 64 110(gen-sin 0.1 0.1 value1 180(gen-ramp 10 0.1 value1)))

Nigel Morgan
Generate a number of velocities corresponding to the number of symbols in each list (indicated by 'value'). In this example the velocities range from 64-110 and are derived from a modlated sine wave.

Nigel Morgan
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       (vector-round 48 120
                         (gen-sin 0.3 0.1 value2 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.3 value2)))
       (vector-round 96 32
                         (gen-sin 0.5 0.1 value3 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.5 value3)))
       (vector-round 110 32
                         (gen-sin 0.7 0.1 value4 180
                                  (gen-ramp 10 0.7 value4))))
)

;; score

(def-tonality
  violin (activate-tonality (chromatic a 5))
)

(def-symbol
  violin final-phrases
)

(def-length
  violin  final-lengths

)

(def-zone
  violin (make-zone final-lengths)
)

(def-velocity
 violin dynamics
)

(def-program gm-sound-set
 violin violin
)

(def-tempo 60)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "compass"
  violin
)
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#|

(get-lengths-of 'violin) ; section 1

(3/16 5/16 3/8 3/16 1/16 1/16 1/4 1/16 1/16 3/16 1/8 1/16 3/16
5/16 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/8 1/16) . . .

|#
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2. Perpetual

;; Perpetual . . movement II solo violin

;; material

(create-tonality template '(g 4 e& 5 a 5 f 6
                           ; a   b    c   d
                             a 4 f 5 b 5 g 6
                           ; e    f   g   h
                             b 4 g 5 c# 6 a 6
                           ; i    j    k    l
                             c# 5 a 5 d# 6 b 6)
                            ; m   n    o   p
)

(defun length-map (symbol-pattern)
  (prog (out int)
    loop
    (cond ((null symbol-pattern) (return out)))
    (setq int (car (mapcar 'symbol-to-integer symbol-pattern)))
    (setq out (append out
                      (cond ((lessp int 4) '(1/4))
                            ((lessp int 8) '(1/8))
                            ((lessp int 12) '(1/16))
                            ((lessp int 16) '(1/16))
                            (t nil))))
    (setq symbol-pattern (cdr symbol-pattern))
    (go loop)))

(gen-hopalong-symbol mel1 (a l) rhy1 (a l) 100 200 300 0.1 8 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel2 (a l) rhy2 (a l) 100 200 300 0.2 16 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel3 (a l) rhy3 (a l) 100 200 300 0.3 24 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel4 (a p) rhy4 (a p) 100 200 300 0.4 32 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel5 (a l) rhy5 (a l) 100 200 300 0.5 24 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel6 (a l) rhy6 (a l) 100 200 300 0.6 16 0)
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel7 (a l) rhy7 (a l) 100 200 300 0.7 8 0)

(setq pauseL '(1/2)
      pauseS '(=))

(defun length-to-dynamic1 (length)
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/2 0)
                             (1/4 (get-random 72 96))
                             (1/8 (get-random 54 72))
                             (1/16 (get-random 42 64)))))))

Nigel Morgan
(create-tonality template '(g 4 e& 5 a 5 f 6; a b c da 4 f 5 b 5 g 6; e f g hb 4 g 5 c# 6 a 6; i j k lc# 5 a 5 d# 6 b 6); m n o p)

Nigel Morgan
Create a template for a new tonality. Note that the equivalent symbols are shown as comments for clarity.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(defun length-map (symbol-pattern)(prog (out int)loop(cond ((null symbol-pattern) (return out)))(setq int (car (mapcar 'symbol-to-integer symbol-pattern)))(setq out (append out(cond ((lessp int 4) '(1/4))((lessp int 8) '(1/8))((lessp int 12) '(1/16))((lessp int 16) '(1/16))(t nil))))(setq symbol-pattern (cdr symbol-pattern))(go loop)))

Nigel Morgan
Define a new function called 'length-map'. This function takes a symbol and converts it to an integer. The function returns a note-length derived from the integer value - for example a value of <4 will result in a 1/4 note-length.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel1 (a l) rhy1 (a l) 100 200 300 0.1 8 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel2 (a l) rhy2 (a l) 100 200 300 0.2 16 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel3 (a l) rhy3 (a l) 100 200 300 0.3 24 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel4 (a p) rhy4 (a p) 100 200 300 0.4 32 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel5 (a l) rhy5 (a l) 100 200 300 0.5 24 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel6 (a l) rhy6 (a l) 100 200 300 0.6 16 0)(gen-hopalong-symbol mel7 (a l) rhy7 (a l) 100 200 300 0.7 8 0)

Nigel Morgan
Gen-hopalong-symbol outputs two streams of symbols using the fractal 'hopalong' algorithm. The result is a stream of symbols that exhibit some degree of self-similarity. This makes the function useful for creating phrases with an improvisatory feel.In this instance the function is generating values which will eventually be used for the symbolic data (mel1..7) and the rhythmic data (rhy1..7).

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq pauseL '(1/2)pauseS '(=))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Two short lists to generate a 1/2 note rest between each of the above phrases.

Nigel Morgan
(defun length-to-dynamic1 (length)(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/2 0)(1/4 (get-random 72 96))(1/8 (get-random 54 72))(1/16 (get-random 42 64)))))))

Nigel Morgan
The first of two functions for processing lists of note-lengths and returning lists of velocities. For example, if a note-length is 1/4 then the function will return a velocity between 72 and 96.

Nigel Morgan
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(defun length-to-dynamic2 (length)
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/2 0)
                             (1/4 (get-random 35 54))
                             (1/8 (get-random 54 72))
                             (1/16 (get-random 72 110)))))))

;; score

(def-tonality
 violin (activate-tonality (template g 4))
)

(def-symbol
  violin  (append mel1 pauseS mel2 pauseS mel3 pauseS mel4 pauseS
                  mel5 pauseS mel6 pauseS mel7 rhy7 pauseS
                  rhy6 pauseS rhy5 pauseS rhy4 pauseS rhy3 pauseS
                  rhy2 pauseS rhy1)
)

(def-length
 violin (append (length-map rhy1) pauseL (length-map rhy2) pauseL
                (length-map rhy3) pauseL (length-map rhy4) pauseL
                (length-map rhy5) pauseL (length-map rhy6) pauseL
                (length-map rhy7) (length-map mel7) pauseL
                (length-map mel6) pauseL (length-map mel5) pauseL
                (length-map mel4) pauseL (length-map mel3) pauseL
                (length-map mel2) pausel (length-map mel1))
)

(def-zone
 violin (make-zone (get-lengths-of 'violin))
)

(def-velocity
  violin (append
          (mapcar 'length-to-dynamic1
                  (subseq (length-of violin) 0 134))
          (mapcar 'length-to-dynamic2
                  (subseq (length-of violin) 134 268)))
)

(def-tempo 132)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "perpetual"
  violin
)

Nigel Morgan
(defun length-to-dynamic2 (length)(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/2 0)(1/4 (get-random 35 54))(1/8 (get-random 54 72))(1/16 (get-random 72 110)))))));; score

Nigel Morgan
A variation on the above function, the only difference being the range of velocities returned for each note-length.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(def-tonalityviolin (activate-tonality (template g 4)))

Nigel Morgan
Define the tonality of the piece as deriving from the above tonality template. The 'root note'  (to which the symbol 'a' corresponds) is g-4.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
symbolviolin (append mel1 pauseS mel2 pauseS mel3 pauseS mel4 pauseSmel5 pauseS mel6 pauseS mel7 rhy7 pauseSrhy6 pauseS rhy5 pauseS rhy4 pauseS rhy3 pauseSrhy2 pauseS rhy1)

Nigel Morgan
The symbolic data of the piece is created from the  output of the hopalong function interspersed with pauses. Note that both the outputs from the hopalong function are eventually used. Since the output is symbolic rhy1 - 7 can be used here.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
append (length-map rhy1) pauseL (length-map rhy2) pauseL(length-map rhy3) pauseL (length-map rhy4) pauseL(length-map rhy5) pauseL (length-map rhy6) pauseL(length-map rhy7) (length-map mel7) pauseL(length-map mel6) pauseL (length-map mel5) pauseL(length-map mel4) pauseL (length-map mel3) pauseL(length-map mel2) pausel (length-map mel1))

Nigel Morgan
The note-length data is also derived from both outputs of the hopalong function. However, since this data is symbolic, it is converted  to note-lengths using the length-map function.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(append(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic1(subseq (get-lengths-of 'violin) 0 134))(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic2

Nigel Morgan
Step through the symbols 0 to 134 and apply the length-to-dynamic1 function. For the subsequent symbols use length-to-dynamic2.

Nigel Morgan
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3. Gestures

;; Gestures - movement III . . . solo violin

(defun find-interval (pattern &optional x)
(setq pattern
      (cond ((symbolp (car pattern))
             (mapcar 'symbol-to-integer pattern))
      (t pattern)))
  (prog (out element1 element)
    loop
    (cond ((equal (length pattern) 1)
            (cond ((null x)
                   (return (append out (list
                                        (- (car pattern)
                                            (car out))))))
                   (t (return out)))))
    (setq element (car  pattern))
    (setq element1 (cadr pattern))
    (setq out (append out (list (- element1 element))))
    (setq pattern (cdr pattern))
    (go loop)))

(defun length-map (intervals)
  (prog (out int)
    loop
    (cond ((null intervals) (return out)))
    (setq int (car intervals))
    (setq out (append out
                      (cond ((lessp int 4) '(1/16))
                            ((lessp int 8) '(1/8))
                            ((lessp int 12) '(1/4))
                            ((lessp int 16) '(1/4.))
                            ((lessp int 20) '(1/2))
                            (t nil))))
    (setq intervals (cdr intervals))
    (go loop)))

#|

; material of compass

(init-soup 'soup1
           (vector-to-symbol -l l
                             (gen-sin 0.5 0.1 60 180
                                      (gen-ramp 10 0.5 60))))

Nigel Morgan
(defun find-interval (pattern &optional(setq pattern(cond ((symbolp (car pattern))(mapcar 'symbol-to-integer(t pattern)))(prog (out element1 element)loop(cond ((equal (length pattern) 1)(cond ((null x)(return (append out(t (return out)))))(setq element (car pattern))

Nigel Morgan
Step through a list of symbols and return a list of numbers indicating th difference between each symbol and that which follows it. For example:(g i j f g i j) = (2 1 -4 1 2 1 7)because g to i is an interval of  2 (g, h, i), i to j is an interval of 1 (i, j) and so on.

Nigel Morgan
(defun length-map (intervals)(prog (out int)loop(cond ((null intervals) (return out)))(setq int (car intervals))(setq out (append out(cond ((lessp int 4) '(1/16))((lessp int 8) '(1/8))((lessp int 12) '(1/4))((lessp int 16) '(1/4.))((lessp int 20) '(1/2))(t nil))))(setq intervals (cdr intervals))(go loop)))

Nigel Morgan
(init-soup 'soup1(vector-to-symbol -l l(gen-sin 0.5 0.1 60 180(gen-ramp 10 0.5 60))))

Nigel Morgan
Create a stream of 60 symbols  in the range of -l to l, whose distribution is determined by a modulated sine wave (as in movement I). These symbols become the initial seed of the 'soup'. This is a set of functions which uses a process of autocatalysis to create variations on a seed data set.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Similar to the previously defined length-map functions, only this uses intervals to determine note-length.

Nigel Morgan
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; material of perpetual

(gen-hopalong-symbol mel1 (a l) rhy1 (a l) 100 200 300 0.5 24 0)

(mix-soup 'soup1 mel1)

(get 'soup1 'patterns)

; ((j g c -f) (j g c -e -l) (-c a -c) (-b b c e) (k h d -d -k i)
; (c d f g i j) (g i j) (k l h j k l l k j k l l k h l l l) (g c l)
; (-f -f -e -d) (d h b) (i c f) (d c l a f g a k) (i b h) (d i b h d))

(get 'soup1 'catalysts)

; ((-f l j) (-c -b) (-l k) (j f g) (j k) (l l j) (e g c)
; (-e -d -c a) (l j g) (h b i c) (k c d) (h d) (f e d))

(mapcar 'length set1)
-> (7 4 5 5 5 5 6 17 6 17 6 6)

|#

(def-soup 'soup1
  '((j g c -f) (j g c -e -l) (-c a -c) (-b b c e) (k h d -d -k i)
    (c d f g i j) (g i j) (k l h j k l l k j k l l k h l l l) (g c l)
    (-f -f -e -d) (d h b) (i c f) (d c l a f g a k) (i b h) (d i b h d))
  '((-f l j) (-c -b) (-l k) (j f g) (j k) (l l j) (e g c)
    (-e -d -c a) (l j g) (h b i c) (k c d) (h d) (f e d)))

(setq cat1 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 1)
      cat2 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 2)
      cat3 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 3)
      cat4 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 4)
      cat5 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 5)
      cat6 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 6)
      cat7 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 7)
      cat8 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 8)
      cat9 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 9)
      cat10 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 10)
      cat11 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 11)
      cat12 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 12)
      cat13 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 13)
)

Nigel Morgan
(gen-hopalong-symbol mel1 (a l) rhy1 (a l) 100 200 300 0.5 24 0)(mix-soup 'soup1 mel1)

Nigel Morgan
Uses the hopalong algorithm to create two symbol streams, the first of which is added to the 'soup'. This repeats the same 'fractal' material used in movement II.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(get 'soup1 'patterns); ((j g c -f) (j g c -e -l) (-c a -c) (-b b c e) (k h d -d -k i); (c d f g i j) (g i j) (k l h j k l l k j k l l k h l l l) (g c l); (-f -f -e -d) (d h b) (i c f) (d c l a f g a k) (i b h) (d i b h d))(get 'soup1 'catalysts); ((-f l j) (-c -b) (-l k) (j f g) (j k) (l l j) (e g c); (-e -d -c a) (l j g) (h b i c) (k c d) (h d) (f e d))(mapcar 'length set1)

Nigel Morgan
The 'soup' consists of two lists, 'patterns' and 'catalysts', shown here.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
|#(def-soup 'soup1'((j g c -f) (j g c -e -l) (-c a -c) (-b b c e) (k h d -d -k i)(c d f g i j) (g i j) (k l h j k ll k j k l l k h l l l) (g c l)(-f -f -e -d) (d h b) (i c f) (d c l a f g a k) (i b h) (d i b h d))'((-f l j) (-c -b) (-l k) (j f g) (j k) (l l j) (e g c)(-e -d -c a) (l j g) (h b

Nigel Morgan
Redefine the 'patterns' and 'catalysts' of soup1.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq cat1 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 1)cat2 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 2)cat3 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 3)cat4 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 4)cat5 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 5)cat6 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 6)cat7 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 7)cat8 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 8)cat9 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 9)cat10 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 10)cat11 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 11)cat12 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 12)cat13 (gen-catalyze 'soup1 0.1 13))

Nigel Morgan
Catalyze the soup to create phrases. You can see the interaction between the 'patterns' and 'catalysts' elements in this example:cat2=(g i j f g i j f g c l)    g i j = a pattern    j f g = a catalyst    g i j = a pattern    j f g = a catalyst    g c l = a patternPatterns and catalyts are chosen in turn. The catalyst must start with the last letter of the pattern which preceded it (and vice versa). This is similar in action to a Markov chain.Note that each execution of gen-catalyze uses the same random seed (0.1), but generates progressively longer phrases (1-13 iterations).

Nigel Morgan
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; the following creates separate lists of the catalyst additions

(setq set1
      (list cat1
      (subseq cat2 (length cat1) (length cat2))
      (subseq cat3 (length cat2) (length cat3))
      (subseq cat4 (length cat3) (length cat4))
      (subseq cat5 (length cat4) (length cat5))
      (subseq cat6 (length cat5) (length cat6))
      (subseq cat7 (length cat6) (length cat7))
      (subseq cat8 (length cat7) (length cat8))
      (subseq cat9 (length cat8) (length cat9))
      (subseq cat10 (length cat9) (length cat10))
      (subseq cat11 (length cat10) (length cat11))
      (subseq cat12 (length cat11) (length cat12)))
)

(setq set2
      (symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)
               nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(inversion))))

(setq set3
      (symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)
               nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(retrograde))))

(setq set4
      (symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)
               nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(transpose))))

(setq set5
      (symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)
               nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(randomize))))

(setq int1 (mapcar 'find-interval set1)
      int2 (mapcar 'find-interval set2)
      int3 (mapcar 'find-interval set3)
      int4 (mapcar 'find-interval set4)
      int5 (mapcar 'find-interval set5)
)

Nigel Morgan
(setq set1(list cat1(subseq cat2 (length cat1) (length cat2))(subseq cat3 (length cat2) (length cat3))(subseq cat4 (length cat3) (length cat4))(subseq cat5 (length cat4) (length cat5))(subseq cat6 (length cat5) (length cat6))(subseq cat7 (length cat6) (length cat7))(subseq cat8 (length cat7) (length cat8))(subseq cat9 (length cat8) (length cat9))(subseq cat10 (length cat9) (length cat10))(subseq cat11 (length cat10) (length cat11))(subseq cat12 (length cat11) (length cat12))))

Nigel Morgan
This creates a list called set1, which consists of sub-lists of the catalyst addtions. The symbolic content of the list wll therefore be the same as cat13, but will be divided in a way which indicates the result of each catalysis operation.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq set2(symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(inversion))))(setq set3(symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(retrograde))))(setq set4(symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(transpose))))(setq set5(symbol-divide (mapcar 'length set1)nil nil (gen-catalyze-variate '(randomize))))

Nigel Morgan
Create variations (inversion, retrograde, transpose and randomize) on the catalysed material.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq int1 (mapcar 'find-interval set1)int2 (mapcar 'find-interval set2)int3 (mapcar 'find-interval set3)int4 (mapcar 'find-interval set4)int5 (mapcar 'find-interval set5))

Nigel Morgan
Find out the intervals for each of the sets of phrases using the find-interval function (above).

Nigel Morgan
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(setq rhy1
      (mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int1))
      rhy2
      (mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int2))
      rhy3
      (mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int3))
      rhy4
      (mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int4))
      rhy5
      (mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int5))
)

(defun length-to-dynamic1 (length) ; original
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 110 72))
                              (1/8 (get-random 54 72))
                              (1/4 (get-random 45 64))
                              (1/4. (get-random 54 64))
                              (1/2 60))))))

(defun length-to-dynamic3 (length) ; retrograde
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 45 64))
                              (1/8 (get-random 54 72))
                              (1/4 (get-random 96 72))
                              (1/4. (get-random 84 72))
                              (1/2  72))))))

(defun length-to-dynamic5 (length) ; randomize
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 40 72))
                              (1/8 (get-random 72 110))
                              (1/4 (get-random 54 72))
                              (1/4. (get-random 54 64))
                              (1/2 60))))))

(defun length-to-dynamic4 (length) ; transpose
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 40 54))
                              (1/8 (get-random 72 84))
                              (1/4 (get-random 48 64))
                              (1/4. (get-random 54 64))
                              (1/2 60))))))

(defun length-to-dynamic2 (length) ; inversion
 (eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 38 64))
                              (1/8 (get-random 38 64))
                              (1/4 (get-random 38 64))
                              (1/4. (get-random 35 54))
                              (1/2 50))))))

Nigel Morgan
setq rhy1(mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int1))rhy2(mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int2))rhy3(mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int3))rhy4(mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int4))rhy5(mapcar 'length-map (do-section :all '(mapcar 'abs x) int5))

Nigel Morgan
Work out the rhythmic strucutre for each set by processing the interval lists with the length-map function (above).

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(defun length-to-dynamic1 (length) ; original(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 110 72))(1/8 (get-random 54 72))(1/4 (get-random 45 64))(1/4. (get-random 54 64))(1/2 60))))))(defun length-to-dynamic3 (length) ; retrograde(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 45 64))(1/8 (get-random 54 72))(1/4 (get-random 96 72))(1/4. (get-random 84 72))(1/2 72))))))(defun length-to-dynamic5 (length) ; randomize(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 40 72))(1/8 (get-random 72 110))(1/4 (get-random 54 72))(1/4. (get-random 54 64))(1/2 60))))))(defun length-to-dynamic4 (length) ; transpose(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 40 54))(1/8 (get-random 72 84))(1/4 (get-random 48 64))(1/4. (get-random 54 64))(1/2 60))))))(defun length-to-dynamic2 (length) ; inversion(eval (cadr (assoc length '((1/16 (get-random 38 64))(1/8 (get-random 38 64))(1/4 (get-random 38 64))(1/4. (get-random 35 54))(1/2 50))))))

Nigel Morgan
Convert note-lengths to velocities. There are several versions of the same function here, the only difference being the different velocity ranges they generate.

Nigel Morgan
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(setq pauseS '((=))
      pauseL '((1/4))
      pauseV '((0))
)
;; score

(def-tonality
 violin (activate-tonality (chromatic a 5))
)

(def-symbol
 violin (append set1 pauseS set3 pauseS set5 pauseS set4 set2)
)

(def-length
 violin  (append rhy1 pauseL rhy3 pauseL rhy5 pauseL rhy4 rhy2)
)

(def-zone
  violin  (mapcar 'make-zone (length-of violin))
)

(def-velocity
  violin (append
          (do-section :all '(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic1 x) rhy1)
          pauseV
          (do-section :all '(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic3 x) rhy3)
          pauseV
          (do-section :all '(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic5 x) rhy5)
          pauseV
          (do-section :all '(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic4 x) rhy4)
          (do-section :all '(mapcar 'length-to-dynamic2 x) rhy2))
 )

(def-tempo 100)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "gestures"
  violin
)

Nigel Morgan
(setq pauseS '((=))pauseL '((1/4))pauseV '((0)));; score

Nigel Morgan
Short, quarter note pauses to be inserted between each set.

Nigel Morgan
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IV. Stasis

;;; Stasis - movement IV solo violin
;; prepared via Sym-Clavier
(setq chord-1 '(-n -h d n )
      chord-2 '(-o -e g m ))

(setq open-strings/harmonics '(-h m))

(setq material
      '(-n-h -hd dn nm mm mg g-e -e-o -o-h -h-n))

(transpose-chords (list (syms-to-ton (symbol-melodize material))) 9)
; ((g# 3 d 4 d 4 c 5 c 5 a# 5 a# 5 a 5 a 5 a 5 a 5 d# 5 d# 5 f 4 f 4 g 3 g 3 d 4 d 4 g# 3))

;; scrolled and gradually compressed
(setq collection
      (append
       (symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 90 (symbol-melodize material))
; (-n -h-n -h-n d d-m n n-l m m-l m m g g-m -e -e-n -o -o -h -h-n -n)
       (symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 70 (symbol-melodize material))
; (-n -h-n -h-l d d-i n n-f m m-g m m g g-h -e -e-l -o -o -h -h-l -n)
       (symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 50 (symbol-melodize material))
; (-n -h-n -h-k d d-f n na m m-b m m g g-e -e -e-j -o -o -h -h-k -n)
       (symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 30 (symbol-melodize material))
       (symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 10 (symbol-melodize material))))

;; score
(def-tonality
 violin (activate-tonality (chromatic a 5))
)

(def-symbol
 violin (append collection material)
)

(def-length
 violin '(1/8)
)

(def-channel
 violin 1
)

(def-program gm-sound-set
 violin violin
)

Nigel Morgan
'(-n-h -hd dn nm mm mg g-e -e-o -o-h -h-n))(transpose-chords (list (syms-to-ton (symbol-melodize material))) 9); ((g# 3 d 4 d 4 c 5 c 5 a# 5 a# 5 a 5 a 5 a 5 a 5 d# 5 d# 5 f 4 f 4 g

Nigel Morgan
The material of the piece consists of a set of chords and notes which rise and then fall, composed using the above defined chord-1, chord-2 and open-strings/harmonics as a guide. The tonal implications of this symbol stream can be seen below the definition of 'material'.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
;; scrolled and gradually compressed(setq collection(append(symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 90 (symbol-melodize material)); (-n -h-n -h-n d d-m n n-l m m-l m m g g-m -e -e-n -o -o -h -h-n -n)(symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 70 (symbol-melodize material)); (-n -h-n -h-l d d-i n n-f m m-g m m g g-h -e -e-l -o -o -h -h-l -n)(symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 50 (symbol-melodize material)); (-n -h-n -h-k d d-f n na m m-b m m g g-e -e -e-j -o -o -h -h-k -n)(symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 30 (symbol-melodize material))(symbol-chordize-scroll 1 nil 10 (symbol-melodize material))))

Nigel Morgan
A long stream of symbols called 'collection' is created by breaking 'material' into single symbols and then passing it to the function symbol-chordize-scroll. This function adds chords and ornaments to a list of symbols. This is done several times with varyng compression values (used to reduce the number of different symbols in the output).

Nigel Morgan
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(def-zone
 violin (make-zone (gen-repeat  (length (symbol-of violin)) '(1/8)))
)

(def-tempo 30 )

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "stasis"
 violin
)
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V. Transformation

;;; transformation - movement V solo violin

(create-tonality square1 '(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6))
(create-tonality square2 '(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6))

;; view the whole image in the Visualizer

(concat
 (vector-round 1 26
               (gen-sin-chord '(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128))
 (vector-round 1 26
               (gen-sin-chord '(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6) 128)))

;; material

(setq master1
      (mapcar
       (function (lambda (x)
                   (semitone-to-tonality 'g 4 x)))
       (symbol-divide 4 nil nil
                      (vector-to-list
                       (vector-round 1 26
                                     (gen-sin-chord
                                      '(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128))))))

(setq master2
      (mapcar
       (function (lambda (x)
                   (semitone-to-tonality 'a& 4 x)))
       (symbol-divide 4 nil nil
                      (vector-to-list
                       (vector-round 1 26
                                     (gen-sin-chord
                                      '(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6) 128))))))

(setq dynamics1
      (symbol-divide 4 nil nil
                     (vector-to-list
                      (vector-round 32 96
                                    (gen-sin-chord
                                     '(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128)))))

Nigel Morgan
'(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6))'(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Create two tonalities based on the material used in Stasis, the difference being that the symbolic data has been divided in two and converted into tonality lists.

Nigel Morgan
(concat(vector-round 1 26(gen-sin-chord '(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128))(vector-round 1 26(gen-sin-chord '(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6) 128)))

Nigel Morgan
An overview of pitch distribution within the piece can be seen by executing this in SCOM's Visualiser.

Nigel Morgan
(setq master1(mapcar(function (lambda (x)(semitone-to-tonality 'g 4 x)))(symbol-divide 4 nil nil(vector-to-list(vector-round 1 26(gen-sin-chord'(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128))))))(setq master2

Nigel Morgan
Create 32 unique tonalities consisting of four notes each. This is done by using gen-sin-chord to generate 128 samples based on the sum of oscillating frequencies in tonality square1. The values are then rounded between 1 and 26 and divided into lists of 4. The 32 resulting lists are processed into tonalities with a 'root' note of g-4. A second set of four note tonalities is generated below (master2), based on the second tonality (square2).

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
A similar technique to the above is used here to generate 32 lists, each consisting of 4 dynamic values in the range of 32-96.

Nigel Morgan
(setq dynamics1(symbol-divide 4 nil nil(vector-to-list(vector-round 32 96(gen-sin-chord'(g 4 f 5 e& 6 a 6) 128)))))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
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(setq dynamics2
      (symbol-divide 4 nil nil
                     (vector-to-list
                      (vector-round 110 48
                                    (gen-sin-chord
                                     '(a& 4 d 5 c 6 b& 6) 128)))))

;; score

(def-tonality
  violin (append master1 master2)
)

(def-symbol
  violin '(a b c d)
)

(def-length
  violin '(1/32)
)

(def-zone
  violin  (vector-to-list (randomize-values 0.18 (cons-n 1920 64)))
)

(def-velocity
  violin (append dynamics1 dynamics2)
)

(def-channel
 violin 1
)

(def-program gm-sound-set
 violin violin
)

(def-tempo 55)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "transformation"
  violin
)

Nigel Morgan
(def-symbolviolin '(a b c d))(def-lengthviolin '(1/32))

Nigel Morgan
Note that the symbolic data remains the same througout, it is the change of tonalities from zone to zone which creates change in the pitches played. Also, there is a constant 1/32 note-length value.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(def-zoneviolin (vector-to-list (randomize-values 0.18 (cons-n 1920 64))))

Nigel Morgan
Since we have 64 tonalities being played in the course of the piece we need to create an equal number of zones. Here 64 zones are created wtih a tick value of 1920 (equal to a note of 1/1 duration). The values of these zones are then randomised, resulting in 64 zone lengths ranging between 0 and 1920. Therefore in each zone we may hear the tonality played several times, in fragmentary form or - in rare cases - not at all! This adds an improvisatory feel to the music as tonalities are cut between one another.

Nigel Morgan
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#|
; master1
((a 5 a# 5 g# 5 d# 5) (c# 6 g 5 b 5 e 6) (a# 4 g 5 a# 5 a 5)
(f 6 g# 5 d 5 c# 5) (c 6 d 6 b 5 c# 6) (g# 4 e 5 e 6 g# 5)
(e 6 f# 5 c# 5 g# 5) (b 5 c# 6 g 5 b 5) (e 5 f# 5 e 6 d 5)
(b 5 c 6 f 5 c 6) (f 5 f 5 a 5 d 6) (c 6 e 5 a 5 c 5)
(b 5 a 6 f 5 a 5) (d 5 d 5 e 6 d# 6) (b 5 d 5 f 5 f# 5)
(a# 5 g# 6 d# 5 f# 5) (a 5 d 5 e 6 a# 5) (f# 5 a 5 g# 5 a 5)
(f 5 c# 6 f# 5 a# 5) (e 6 c 5 g 5 a 5) (g 5 f# 6 a 5 d# 5)
(d 5 a 5 c# 6 c 6) (d# 6 a 4 d# 5 d 6) (g# 5 f# 6 g# 5 b 4)
(g 5 a# 5 d 6 a 5) (a# 5 d# 5 f 5 e 6) (d# 5 b 5 c 6 d# 5)
(c# 6 g 5 f 5 a 5) (c 6 c 6 f# 5 a 5) (c 5 a 5 g# 6 f# 5)
(b 5 d# 5 b 4 d# 6) (d# 6 c# 6 f 5 e 5)

; master2
(a# 5 e 6 f# 5 b 4) (g 5 c# 6 d 6 e 6) (d# 6 f 5 d# 5 c 6)
(c 6 d 5 e 5 f 6) (g 6 c 6 a# 5 g 5) (d 5 f# 5 d 6 a 5)
(e 5 d 6 a# 6 c# 6) (d# 5 f 5 f# 5 f# 5) (c# 6 e 6 g# 5 g# 5)
(f# 6 d# 6 c# 5 b 4) (a 5 c 6 b 5 d# 6) (c# 6 g 5 a# 5 d# 6)
(f 5 a 4 g 5 g 6) (d# 6 a# 5 c 6 a 5) (f 5 a 5 a# 5 d 5)
(f 5 g 6 a 6 a 5) (f 5 a 5 g 5 f# 5) (a# 5 a# 5 g 5 d# 6)
(a# 6 c 6 b 4 e 5) (c 6 a 5 g# 5 c# 6) (c 6 b 5 e 6 c# 6)
(c 5 a# 4 c 6 e 6) (a 5 a# 5 d# 6 c 6) (a 5 a# 5 f 5 b 4)
(a 5 a 6 d# 6 f# 5) (a# 5 d 6 g# 5 e 5) (g 5 f# 5 g# 5 g 6)
(g# 6 g 5 d 5 b 5) (c 6 d# 5 f 5 b 5) (c# 6 d# 6 f# 6 a# 5)
(b 4 e 5 d 6 a# 5) (d# 5 b 5 f# 6 d 6))
|#
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VI. Song

;;; Song - movement VI from Array for solo violin

;; material

(setq fig '(a -b -e -c -d -g))
(setq fig0 (append '(=) fig '(=)))
(setq figcd '(= = -g -d -c -e -b a)) ; coda
(setq figx '(a = = -b -e -c -d -g)) ; rhythmic version

(setq frh '(1/4. 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8))
(setq frh0 (append '(1/4) frh '(1/4)))
(setq frhcd (mapcar 'get-tick
                    '(1/4 1/4-5 1/4-5 1/4-5 1/4-5 1/4-5 1/4. 1/8)))

(setq fdy '(0 70 62 54 64 52 44 0))

;; definitions

(initdef)

(defsym a  '(= = -b))
(defsym -b '(-e -c))
(defsym -e '(-c -d))
(defsym -c '(-d -g a))
(defsym -d '(-g a = =))
(defsym -g '(a = = -b))

;; verse

(setq fig1 (gen-trans a 4)
      fig2 (gen-trans -b 4)
      fig3 (gen-trans -e 4)
      fig4 (gen-trans -c 4)
      fig5 (gen-trans -d 4)
      fig6 (gen-trans -g 4)
)

(def-neuron rhythms
  (in 1 '(b -b c b b b -c e)) (cons-n '1/32 8)
  (in 1 '(d -b -d e)) (cons-n '1/32 4)
  (otherwise '1/16))

Nigel Morgan
(setq fig '(a -b -e -c -d -g))(setq fig0 (append '(=) fig '(=)))(setq figcd '(= = -g -d -c -e -b a)) ; coda(setq figx '(a = = -b -e -c -d -g)) ; rhythmic version

Nigel Morgan
Create symbolic, rhythmic and dynamic material. Note that the 'choruses' in this piece are phrases of 8 symbols length. fig0, the introductory passage, therefore also qualifies as a 'chorus'. The list of velocities 'fdy' will be mapped to all the 'choruses' (see below).

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
;; verse(setq fig1 (gen-trans a 4)fig2 (gen-trans -b 4)fig3 (gen-trans -e 4)fig4 (gen-trans -c 4)fig5 (gen-trans -d 4)fig6 (gen-trans -g 4))

Nigel Morgan
Generate phrases based on associative tree structures from material defined above, to a depth of 4 branches.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(def-neuron rhythms(in 1 '(b -b c b b b -c e)) (cons-n '1/32 8)(in 1 '(d -b -d e)) (cons-n '1/32 4)(otherwise '1/16))

Nigel Morgan
Defines a neuron to create rhythm. If a phrase matches the template (b -b c b b b -c e) or (d - b -d e) then the notes will be 1/32 in duration, otherwise they will be 1/16.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
'(= = -b))'(-e -c))'(-c -d))'(-d -g a))'(-g a = =))'(a = = -b))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Note that this matertial is related to the material defined above as fig and figx.
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;; chorus

(setq figr1 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -1 fig) '(=))
      figr2 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -2 fig) '(=))
      figr3 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -3 fig) '(=))
      figr4 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -4 fig) '(=))
      figr5 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -5 fig) '(=))
)

(setq frh1 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -1 frh) '(1/4))
      frh2 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -2 frh) '(1/4))
      frh3 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -3 frh) '(1/4))
      frh4 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -4 frh) '(1/4))
      frh5 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -5 frh) '(1/4))
)

;; score

(def-tonality
  violin (activate-tonality (chromatic a& 5))
)

(def-symbol
  violin (list fig0 fig1
               figr1 fig2
               figr2 fig3
               figr3 fig4
               figr4 fig5
               figr5 fig6
               figcd)

)

(def-length
  violin (symbol-interleave
          (list frh0 frh1
                frh2 frh3
                frh4 frh5
                frhcd)
          (mapcar
           (function (lambda (x)
                       (run-neuron 'rhythms x)))
           (list fig1 fig2
                 fig3 fig4
                 fig5 fig6)))
)

Nigel Morgan
(setq figr1 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -1 fig) '(=))figr2 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -2 fig) '(=))figr3 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -3 fig) '(=))figr4 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -4 fig) '(=))figr5 (append '(=) (symbol-scroll -5 fig) '(=)))(setq frh1 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -1 frh) '(1/4))frh2 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -2 frh) '(1/4))frh3 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -3 frh) '(1/4))frh4 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -4 frh) '(1/4))frh5 (append '(1/4) (symbol-scroll -5 frh) '(1/4)))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Create symbolic and rhythmic material for the 'choruses' which follow each instance of the 'fig' material (see def-symbol, below). The choruses are made from the same melody which is rotated (or scrolled) to start at different points on each repetition.

Nigel Morgan
(def-lengthviolin (symbol-interleave(list frh0 frh1frh2 frh3frh4 frh5frhcd)(mapcar(function (lambda (x)(run-neuron 'rhythms x)))(list fig1 fig2fig3 fig4fig5 fig6))))

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
Each of the symbol lists fig1..6 are run through the neuron processor to return lists of rhythmic values. These lists are then interleaved with rhythms relating to the 'choruses' above.
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(def-zone
  violin (mapcar 'make-zone (length-of violin))
)

(def-velocity
  violin (symbol-interleave
          (cons-n fdy 7)
          (gen-process
           '(vector-to-list
             (vector-round 36 70
                           (gen-noise-white x y)))
           (delete '8
                   (mapcar 'length
                           (symbol-of violin))) nil :list))
)

(def-channel
 violin 1
)

(def-program gm-sound-set
 violin violin
)

(def-tempo 70)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "song"
  violin
)

#|

Nigel Morgan
(def-velocityviolin (symbol-interleave(cons-n fdy 7)(gen-process'(vector-to-list(vector-round 36 70(gen-noise-white x y)))(delete '8(mapcar 'length(get-symbols-of 'violin))) nil :list)))

Nigel Morgan
The dynamic scheme is created by analysing the number of symbols in each list. Those lists of 8 symbols in length are removed and lists of white noise rounded between 36-70 are created equal to the length of those lists which remain. These lists are then interleaved with 7 copies on the velocity list 'fdy' defined at the start of the piece, giving us a mix of repeated dynamics in the 8 note 'choruses' and unique material (in the 'verses').

Nigel Morgan
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VII. Dance

;;; Dance - movement VII from Array for solo violin

(create-tonality octatonic+ '(g 4 a& 4 b& 4 b 4 c# 5 d 5 e 5 f 5
                             ; a    b   c    d   e    f   g   h
                              g 5 a 5 b& 5 c 6 d& 6 e& 6 e 6 f# 6
                             ; i   j    k   l   m    n    o   p
                             g 6 a& 6 b& 6 b 6 c# 7 d 7 e 7 f 7 g 7))
                            ; q   r    s    t   u    v   w   x   y

(setq ax '(af bf cf df ef)
      bx '(ag bg cg dg eg)
      cx '(ah bh ch dh eh)
      dx '(ai bi ci di ei)

      ex '(fj fk fl fm fn)
      fx '(gj gk gl gm gn)
      gx '(hj hk hl hm hn)
      hx '(ij ik il im in)

      ix '(jo jp jq jr js)
      jx '(ko kp kq kr ks)
      kx '(lo lp lq lr ls)
      lx '(mo mp mq mr ms)
      mx '(no np nq nr ns)

      nx '(ot ou ov ow ox)
      ox '(ah nr)
      px '(bf ls)
      qx '(cg nr)
      rx '(dh mq)
      sx '(ef jo)
)

(setq material
      (mapcar
       (function (lambda (x)
                   (gen-random nil (get-random 2 5) x)))
       (eval-section
        (vector-to-symbol a s
                          (gen-noise-brownian 7 0.4567 0.9))
        'x 'list)))

(setq sym-material (mapcar 'find-change material))

Nigel Morgan
octatonic+ '(g 4 a& 4 b& 4 b 4 c# 5 d 5 e 5 f 5; a b c d e f g hg 5 a 5 b& 5 c 6 d& 6 e& 6 e 6 f# 6; i j k l m n o pg 6 a& 6 b& 6 b 6 c# 7 d 7 e 7 f 7 g 7)); q r s t u v w x y

Nigel Morgan
A special tonality description is defined that consists of three different octatonic tonalites spanning a 3 octave range.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
setq ax '(af bf cf df ef)bx '(ag bg cg dg eg)cx '(ah bh ch dh eh)dx '(ai bi ci di ei)ex '(fj fk fl fm fn)fx '(gj gk gl gm gn)gx '(hj hk hl hm hn)hx '(ij ik il im in)ix '(jo jp jq jr js)jx '(ko kp kq kr ks)kx '(lo lp lq lr ls)lx '(mo mp mq mr ms)mx '(no np nq nr ns)nx '(ot ou ov ow ox)ox '(ah nr)px '(bf ls)qx '(cg nr)rx '(dh mq)sx '(ef jo)

Nigel Morgan
Define material based on sets of double-stopped chords playable in terms of the above defined tonality.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq material(mapcar(function (lambda (x)(gen-random nil (get-random 2 5) x)))(eval-section(vector-to-symbol a s(gen-noise-brownian 7 0.4567 0.9))'x 'list)))

Nigel Morgan
Create the material for the piece by using brownian noise to pick material from the above defined lists ax-sx. The resulting set of lists is further processed by reducing them to a sets of 2 to 5 chords randomly selected from each list. So that (jo jp jq jr js) (ko kp kq kr ks) (lo lp lq lr ls) becomes(jq jr js) (kp kp kq ks) (lp lp ls lq)Find-change is then used to replace repeated chords with rests.

Nigel Morgan
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(setq dynamics (mapcar
                (function (lambda (x)
                    (cond ((= 2 (length x)) '(110 72))
                          ((= 3 (length x)) '(96 72 64))
                          ((= 4 (length x)) '(76 63 53 60))
                          ((= 5 (length x)) '(64 48 58 68 75)))))
                sym-material))

(setq coda '(= ah nr ls bf = c g n r d h m q f e j o))
(setq codar '(1/8 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/4

     1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32
     1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16))

(setq codav (gen-cresc 64 127 (length codar)))

;; score

(def-tonality
  violin (activate-tonality (octatonic+ g 4))
)

(def-symbol
 violin (append sym-material (list coda))
)

(def-length
  violin (append
          (mapcar (function (lambda (x)
                              (build-list '1/16 x)))
                  (mapcar 'length  sym-material))
          (list codar))
)

(def-zone
  violin  (mapcar 'make-zone (length-of violin))
)

(def-velocity
  violin (append dynamics (list codav))
)

(def-channel
 violin 1
)

Nigel Morgan
(setq dynamics (mapcar(function (lambda (x)(cond ((= 2 (length x)) '(110 72))((= 3 (length x)) '(96 72 64))((= 4 (length x)) '(76 63 53 60))((= 5 (length x)) '(64 48 58 68 75)))))sym-material))

Nigel Morgan
A list of velocities is generated from the length of each phrase, so phrases with a length of 2 chords will have the velocities (110 72) and so on.

Nigel Morgan

Nigel Morgan
(setq coda '(= ah nr ls bf = c g n r d h m q f e j o))(setq codar '(1/8 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/41/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/321/16 1/16 1/16 1/16))(setq codav (gen-cresc 64 127 (length codar)))

Nigel Morgan
The pitch, dynamic and rhythmic data for the pre-composed coda is defined here.

Nigel Morgan
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(def-program gm-sound-set
 violin violin
)

(def-tempo 75)

(compile-instrument-p "ccl;output:" "dance"
  violin
)




